I. Administrative
A. Roll
B. Extra credit opportunities
C. Schedule review
D. Questions?

II. Jackson on Mary and Qualia
A. What is the Knowledge Argument?
   1. What is the target of this argument?
   2. What is the relationship between knowledge and facts?
   3. What role does imagination play in this argument?
   4. Whose experience does this focus on: Mary’s experience or the experiences of others? Why does this matter?
B. Churchland’s Three Objections
   1. What is the first objection? How might the knowledge how/knowledge that distinction help the critic?
   2. Does this argument really work against dualism? Why or why not?
   3. What is the third objection? Why does it fail?
C. Do you agree with this argument?
   1. If so, what does that imply about the view of the mind you should endorse?
   2. If not, why not?